Prevalence of cholesterol gallstones positively correlates with per capita daily calorie intake.
Gallstone composition has changed over the past decades in East Asian countries with a prominent increase in the prevalence of cholesterol gallstones. This trend is possibly due to the westernization of dietary habits. This study was undertaken to delineate the changing trends in gallstone composition in Japan since the 1920s and to assess dietary influences on gallstone composition. Between 1971 and 1999, 1264 Japanese patients underwent cholecystectomy for gallstone disease in Niigata University Medical Hospital. Gallbladder stones retrieved from each patient were classified into four types by gross inspection of the cut surface and infrared spectroscopy: cholesterol stone, black pigment stone, brown pigment stone, and other stones. The literature was reviewed to find both changing trends in gallstone composition before 1971 and dietary changes since 1950 in Japan. The prevalence of cholesterol gallstones among Japanese patients undergoing cholecystectomy increased steadily until the 1970s and declined thereafter (P<0.001). Among dietary factors, only per capita daily total calorie intake strongly correlated with cholesterol gallstone prevalence (r=0.93, P=0.02). During the 20th century, the prevalence of cholesterol gallstones in the Japanese population increased steadily until the 1970s declining thereafter. Per capita daily total calorie intake appears to be the predominant dietary factor affecting cholesterol gallstone prevalence.